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Abstract: Metaphor is one of the most frequently used resources in the specialized language of sports (cf. Segrave, 2000; Herráez Pindado, 2004; Segura Soto, 2009; Medina Montero, 2015). The focus of this study is on how victory and defeat are expressed through metaphors in sports headlines. The data collection consists of 100 sports headlines in English and 100 in Spanish. Based on our findings, we argue that there is a diversity of metaphors that take advantage of mutual semantic fields to present victory and defeat in the two corpora, the semantic fields that were identified in the study are: a) war, b) laws, c) cleaning, d) royalty, e) life and death, f) space and g) pain. Finally, when a team’s nickname is an animal-related name, journalists map the properties of the animal onto the team (Silaški, 2009) to make the headline more attractive for the audience.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sports discourse is a specialized language that has precise and specific characteristics that differ from those of other specialized discourses such as in politics, religion and advertising (Groppaldi, 2009:107). Sports discourse is characterized, among other traits, by the recurrent use of rhetorical devices such as metaphors, metonymies, hyperboles and similes (cf. Nomdedeu Rull, 2004; Saiz Noeda, 2010a; Corado Valenzuela, 2011; Suárez Ramírez & Suarez Muñoz, 2016; Quintero Ramírez & Álvarez Amaral, 2016; etc.).

A large number of studies have focused on the use of metaphor in sports discourse (cf. Segrave, 2000; Herráez Pindado, 2004; Silaški, 2009; Segura Soto, 2009; Medina Montero, 2007, 2009, 2015). However, there are few studies that have centred on victory and defeat metaphors (for example, Silaški, 2009). Moreover, we have found no research focusing specifically on the metaphors of victory and defeat in sports discourse from a contrastive perspective between English and Spanish.

Therefore, the aim of this research is to determine the main linguistic characteristics of victory and defeat metaphors used in sports headlines in different newspapers published on the Web in English and Spanish. More specifically, we intend to identify similarities and differences between the metaphors used in both languages. We believe that even if each language has a particular way of presenting victory and defeat in its sports’ headlines, both languages also have some common traits. In fact, according to previous studies (Segura Soto, 2009; Saiz Noeda, 2010a; Mapelli, 2010; Medina Cano, 2010; Quintero Ramírez, Valenzuela Indart & Castañeda Hernández, 2015), one shared trait consists of considering sports events as a battle, a war, and a fight.

The results of this study characterize sports discourse. In order to reach the stated objective of the research, this paper is organized as follows. First, a literature review section is presented. In this section, three significant topics are examined, media headlines, sports discourse and metaphors in sports discourse. Next, there is a methodology section in which two main themes are explained, a) how the corpus of the study was set up, and b) the procedure that was followed in order to analyze the corpus. Then, both corpora are examined and classified into headlines that refer to a) victory and b) to defeat. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Media headlines

Headlines are considered as brief texts that summarize the content of the article they precede. Runjić-Stoilova & Galić (2013:275) assert that “headlines are specific types of texts in which one or more words announce the following text. The headline takes the central place in the text: it is graphically separated from the text body and often classified in the group of small texts.” Furthermore, for Pou Amérgo (2001:145), print and online headlines constitute the first contact between the reader and the news; therefore, Dor (2003:696) defines headlines as ‘negotiators’.

Ifantidou (2004:699) emphasises that headlines have two main purposes: a) to summarize the information presented below them and b) to attract the reader’s attention so that he/ she feels interested in reading the entire article. Salaverría (2005:80) states that online headlines have another function, which is a hypertextual one, since very often the headline is at the same time the hyperlink on which the readers can click in order to gain access to the whole article.

Despite these three functions, there are many readers that feel satisfied with the information they read in the headlines (Dor, 2003:695). Moreover, there are also readers that claim not to have enough time to read the full-texts in the media and prefer to only read headlines to be informed. Nevertheless, Ifantidou (2004) warns us that one of the negative consequences of simply reading a headline is the misinterpretation of the text:

Reading headlines as self-contained texts can have a twofold pragmatic effect. Firstly, headlines may receive ‘distorted’ interpretations, because unless the full-story is also read, there is always the risk of retrieving a ‘wrong’ interpretation. Secondly, headlines may not be strictly read for their newsworthiness, but for a rough approximation to information, because unless the accompanying news report is consulted, accurate newsworthy information cannot be safely obtained (Ifantidou, 2004:702).

In spite of Ifantidou’s warning, nowadays, there are more headline readers than full-text readers (Nadal Palazón: 2011:20). Consequently, in this study, we have decided to analyze newspaper headlines due to the current relevant status of this text genre and for the reason that “[n]ewspaper headlines are an interesting field to research, given the specific kind of linguistic phenomena that can be observed in this particular register” (Bucaria, 2004:280). Furthermore, our main interest does not focus on newspaper headlines in general, but on sports headlines found in the electronic version of the newspapers, in particular, those headlines that present a sports event in terms of victory or defeat through metaphorical terms.

Even though online headlines do not have the same restrictions of space as print headlines, they continue to be written in a very concise way in order to attract the reader’s attention (cf. Quintero Ramírez, 2013). However, the main difference between print and online headlines is context, a print headline is surrounded by photos and outlines that help the reader understand the setting; whereas in the online version, the headline is somewhat distant from the context because very often the reader sees the headline on a search results page or in a social media post (Lieb, 2016).

2.2. Sports discourse

Sport is a cultural manifestation that possesses its own rituals (Galindo Cáceres, 2010:53). These sport rituals are closely linked to the process of communication established by the participants in the sports practices, i.e., athletes, trainers, journalists, fans, etc. Doing sport generates different communication situations such as a training session, a conversation among the players of a team, a narration of a competition, etc. The different participants in these situations develop specific terminology and expressions (Kowalikowa, 2009:64).

In sports discourse, analysts study, among other aspects, how sports events are presented by specialized journalists and how these events are understood by an audience that is interested in obtaining that kind of information. For sports fans, this kind of discourse is easy to understand. However, for a person who is not familiar with the expressions and the jargon used by the journalists, sports discourse is difficult to comprehend and sometimes even mysterious (Alasalmi, 2014:7).

Since the last century, but particularly in the last few decades, the media focuses on sports events. Society as a whole is informed about worldwide sports events through the media. Marín Montín (2000:241) claims that there is no other human activity that generates more expectancy in society than sport does. This fact means that the sports journalist is considered a link between the audience and the sports events.

Sports discourse in the media has been studied from different linguistic angles, since this specialized discourse displays a very precise way of narrating and describing sports events. According to Alvar Ezquerra (2009:159), it
is interesting to study the lexicon employed in sports discourse, since journalists must have a variety of linguistic skills when producing their texts in order to attract, entertain and interest their audience in what they have to say (Curvadic García & Vargas Castro, 2010:218).

Mapelli (2004:171) asserts that there are a lot of rhetorical figures that are usually produced in sports discourse. Furthermore, these figures are not static because the sports journalists conceive new rhetorical expressions in order to create more creative texts. Indeed, the language of sports journalism is filled with metaphors, metonymies, hyperboles and similes (Quintero Ramírez, et al., 2015; Quintero Ramírez & Álvarez Amaral, 2016). As mentioned above, this study focuses on those metaphors that are used to express victory or defeat in a sports event in newspaper headlines in English and Spanish.

2.3. Metaphors in sports discourse

“In the cognitive linguistic view, metaphor is defined as one conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain” (Kövecses, 2002:4). Corado Valenzuela (2011:28) states that a metaphor has two main parts: the tenor and the vehicle. The tenor is the referent to which features are attributed. The vehicle is the object whose features are borrowed. Lakoff & Johnson (1995:39) assert that metaphors are not exclusive to literary language, but they are very frequently used in common life situations. Actually, some examples of metaphors in the current discourse are: a) an argument is war, b) love is a journey, c) theories are buildings, d) ideas are food, etc. (Kövecses, 2002:5). Moreover, for Segrave (2000:48), life itself is seen as a sport.

Sports discourse is filled with metaphors. Certainly, these rhetorical figures are considered as a necessary linguistic tool for describing, narrating and commenting on sports because there is a strong association between sports and a diversity of semantic fields. This association permits a rich production of metaphors by sports journalists. In order to present the different situations that occur in sports events, metaphors associated with war (Kövecses, 2002), transportation, religion (Lewis, 2013), love, literature, etc., are employed (cf. Medina Montero, 2009; Segura Soto, 2009; Saiz Noeda, 2010a; Mapelli, 2010; Medina Cano, 2010; Quintero Ramírez et al., 2015).

Furthermore, Kövecses (2002: 18) claims that specialized linguistic terms produced in sports are very frequently used to explain abstract concepts. Indeed, according to Lakoff (1992), for some time, people have understood war more clearly in terms of sports, i.e., as a competitive game, since in war there must be a winner, a loser, a beginning and an end, as happens in sports events. Moreover, “[t]his metaphor is taken very seriously. There is a long tradition in the West of training military officers in team sports and chess. The military is trained to win” (Lakoff, 1992:472).

As stated before, in this study we focus on victory and defeat metaphors produced in sports newspaper headlines. According to Silaški (2009:62), sports headline authors consider the communicative situation in order to produce the metaphors for victory or defeat according to “certain (defining) properties of the characters” involved in the body of the article. Headline authors play with the nicknames of the teams to produce very creative sports headlines and make them attractive and interesting for their audience.

In her study about topic-triggered metaphors in Serbian newspaper headlines, Silaški (2009) observes that there is a strong link between sports and war, because of the main goal of many sports events which consists of “defeating the opponent”. Indeed, in some examples of her corpus victory is conceived as eating, fragmenting, taming, trapping and even killing the adversary (Silaški, 2009:63-64). These metaphors stress “the confrontational character of sport competition” (Silaški, 2009:64).

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Corpus formation

The corpus of this study consists of 100 English-language sports headlines and 100 Spanish-language sports headlines found on different newspapers in their online versions. The headlines were published from June to August 2017. The criterion we followed to select the headlines was that the headline refers to a sports event in terms of victory or defeat. We have selected the 200 headlines randomly. This means that we did not look for the most popular or the most read newspaper. In other words, the selection was arbitrary, based only on the above-mentioned criterion.

We constructed the corpus in English from the following newspapers: The Independent, Newham Recorder and The Guardian from Great Britain; Chicago Tribune, The Register Guard, Houma Courier, Minot Daily News, The Washington Post and New York Post from U.S.A.; The Australian and The West Australian from Australia; Hindustan Times and The Tribune from India; Toronto Sun from Canada; and New Zealand Herald from New Zealand.
The newspapers that were considered to build the corpus in Spanish are: La República and El Universo from Ecuador; Medio tiempo, Excésior, El Diario de Coahuila, Esto and Récord from Mexico; Clarín, Diario Hoy and Olé from Argentina; La Nación from Chile, El Nuevo Herald from U.S.A; and Marca, El Español and El Confidencial from Spain.

We decided to constitute our corpora from the online version of newspapers, since nowadays in digital journalism it is very important to attract and keep the reader’s attention so that he/ she feels the necessity to continue reading the body of the article. Therefore, “the digital headline should be sufficiently attractive” (Suárez Ramírez & Suárez Muñoz, 2016:83) and the headline author should exploit all the creative linguistic tools at his/ her disposal.

Moreover, we built our two corpora from newspapers from different countries because our intention is to show how metaphors are used in different parts of the world in order to express victory and defeat in sports events. Therefore, we expect our results to be wide-ranging regarding the phenomenon of the metaphors used in sports headlines.

3.2. Analysis procedure

For the analysis, we considered the ideas presented in the theoretical framework and the previous research on metaphors in sports discourse, in general (Lakoff, 1992; Segrave, 2000; Kövecses, 2002; Medina Montero, 2009; Mapelli, 2010; Medina Cano, 2010; Lewis, 2013; Quintero Ramírez et al., 2015), and in sports headlines, in particular (Silaški, 2009; Quintero Ramírez, 2013; Suárez Ramírez & Suárez Muñoz, 2016).

Once the two corpora were constituted, the sports headlines of each language were examined in detail. The sports headlines from both corpora were classified into headlines that refer to a) victory and b) to defeat.

First of all, victory headlines were analyzed in order to identify the metaphors used in both languages. Once we listed the metaphors of victory in each language, we detected the characteristics that are common to both languages and those characteristics that belong only to one language.

Furthermore, defeat headlines were studied in the same way. Based on these results, we established similarities and differences between the victory and defeat metaphors used by sports journalists in newspaper headlines in English and Spanish. Finally, our results are discussed in terms of current theoretical inquiry.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the headlines in English, there are 68 metaphors; whereas in Spanish, there are 51. The rest of the headlines present victory and defeat in no metaphorical terms. In our both corpora, the metaphors related to victory are more abundant than those related to defeat. Indeed, in English, we register 55 victory metaphors and only 13 defeat metaphors; whereas in Spanish, we find 36 victory metaphors and 15 defeat metaphors. Graphic 1 shows the frequencies of victory and defeat metaphors in our materials in English and Spanish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defeat metaphors</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory metaphors</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graphic 1. Frequencies of victory and defeat metaphors in both corpora.
4.1. Common characteristics in English-language and Spanish-language corpora

4.1.1. Victory metaphors

As it has been mentioned above, in both corpora, headlines tend to present sports news more in terms of victory than defeat. This is, to a certain point, logical, since the central character of the news is very often the winning team or athlete. As in previous studies, in our corpora, sports headlines present victory in a variety of metaphorical terms and through different linguistic forms, however most times victory is announced through a verb1 in English and Spanish.

Lakoff (1992:472) says that war is understood in terms of sports. In our corpora, the contrary is true. On the one hand, we find 26/68 (38.24%) metaphors that belong to the semantic field of war in English. On the other hand, we register 14/51 (27.45%) in Spanish. When the headline focuses on a clear victory, verbs that refer to war are used by headline writers in both languages (Alin & Tochon, 2004:43; Gómez Torrego, 2010:152).

Examples (1-6) display the verbs crush, the Spanish-language equivalent aplastar, overwhelm, the Spanish equivalent masacrar, humble and the Spanish equivalent humillar respectively to present the superiority of one protagonist over another. These metaphors can be considered cases of hyperbole too because of the exaggeration expressed through them (Gómez Torrego, 2010:157).

(1) Penguins crush Predators 6-0 to take 3-2 lead in Stanley Cup Final [Chicago Tribune, 08/06/2017]
(2) Francia aplastó a Holanda y la dejó muy complicada [Clarín, 31/08/2017]
(3) Rafael Nadal overwhelm Dominic Thiem to reach French Open final [The Guardian, 09/06/2017]
(4) Yasiel Puig masacra a Miami con su poder y los Marlins inician mal la segunda mitad [El Nuevo Herald, 14/07/2017]
(5) New Zealand humble USA to win 35th America's Cup [The Australian, 16/06/2017]
(6) Brasil 'B' humilla a Australia en partido amistoso [Récord, 13/06/2017]

Furthermore, examples (7) and (8) show the verbs sink and the Spanish-language equivalent hundir correspondingly and compare a football game and a swimming competition with a fleet. These metaphors not only compare sports events to war, but more especially to a nautical battle (Mapelli, 2010:167).

(7) Football: Arsenal sink Chelsea in FA Cup final [New Zealand Herald, 28/05/2017]
(8) El ruso Chupkov hunde la flota japonesa en los 200 braza [Marca, 28/07/2017]

Furthermore, in examples (9) and (10) headlines display the verbs punish and the Spanish-language equivalent castigar to present how a team defeated the other team in a resounding way. These metaphors belong to the use of legal language (Gómez Torrego, 2010:156). We only identify 2/68 (2.94%) victory metaphors belonging to this semantic field in our materials in English and 1/51 (1.96%) metaphor in Spanish.

(9) India punish England to win by 35 runs in Women’s World Cup encounter [The Independent, 24/06/2017]
(10) Valencia Basket empata la final de la ACB y castiga a un pobre Madrid en el segundo partido [El Español, 11/06/2017]

Moreover, from the semantic field of cleaning and maintenance, in some sports such as football (11), baseball (12) and tennis (13-14) the verb sweep in English and the Spanish-language equivalent barrer2 are used to express that in a series of certain number of games (two, three or more) one team or athlete triumphs over the other one showing a huge superiority and winning the series without letting the contender(s) do anything (Saiz Noeda, 2010b:230). In English, there are 5/68 (7.35%) victory metaphors that belong to this semantic field; whereas in Spanish, we register 6/51 (11.76%).

(11) Mexico looks to sweep Americans [The Register Guard, 16/06/2017]
(12) Max Scherzer, Ryan Zimmerman lead Nationals to sweep of Giants [The Washington Post, 01/06/2017]

---

1 Although other lexical categories such as nouns and participles are not at all excluded, as is seen in some examples below.
2 In example (13), the verb barrer is followed by the preposition a; whereas in example (14) the verb is followed by the preposition con.
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Sometimes, a specific victory means to win a championship or a tournament title. This victory is often described in terms related to royalty, so that the attainment of the title is seen as a crowning (Quintero Ramírez, 2013:178).

4/68 (5.88%) metaphors in our materials in English and 4/51 (7.84%) metaphors in our corpus in Spanish are related to royalty.

In (15) the participle crowned is employed to explain that Golden State Warriors obtained the NBA championship title. In (16) the verb coronarse is used to indicate that a Venezuelan baseball player won a title in a specific competition: The Home Run Derby. In (17) the significant actions of a player are presented through the verb lift; moreover, the team’s attainment of the championship title is stated through the noun crown.

As mentioned above, Segrave (2000:48) asserts that life is considered as a sport. In our study, the contrary is true, i.e., victory is conceived in terms of life. Indeed, sports journalists take their metaphors from the semantic field of life and death (Mapelli, 2010:169). Hence, the fact that a team or an athlete wins means also that this team or athlete is still alive, as in example (18) or sale vivo in a tournament, as in example (19). In English, we register 3/68 (4.41%) metaphors related to the semantic field of life and death; whereas in Spanish, we only identify 1/51 (1.96%).

Furthermore, when a sports club’s nickname is an animal-related name, then the properties of the animal are mapped onto the team and these characteristics influence the headline author to present victory or defeat of the club in very creative terms (Silaški, 2009:62). On the one hand, there are 9/68 (13.24%) animal-related metaphors in the materials in English. On the other hand, there are 3/51 (5.88%) animal metaphors in Spanish.

Additionally, the characteristics of the animal-related name of the team influences also the characteristics attributed to the athletes that play for that team. Therefore, a player can find his wings if he plays well for a team whose nickname is Eagles, as in example (24). The association presented in this headline is based on the metaphor victory is flying (Silaški, 2009:64).
4.1.2. Defeat metaphors

As stated before, the headlines from our corpora present the sports events focusing more on victory than defeat. Nonetheless, our sports headlines present defeat in different metaphorical terms and varied lexical categories. Certainly, when the headline focuses on the defeat of a team or an athlete, there are two common verbs in both corpora: fall / caer (25-29) and suffer / sufrir (31-31). There are 6/68 (8.82%) headlines with the verb fall and 2/68 (2.94%) with the verb suffer in English; whereas there are 3/51 (5.88%) headlines with the verb caer and only 1/51 (1.96%) with the verb sufrir in Spanish.

Concerning the verbs fall / caer, “[n]egatively evaluated concepts […] are most frequently spatially oriented downward and are conceptualised as DOWN” (Silaški. 2009:65). Indeed, downward movement produces a negative idea such as sadness, unhappiness, sorrow, and, in our specific examples, defeat (Alin & Tochon, 2004:43). Consequently, the notion conveyed in headlines (25-29) is based on the metaphor defeat is a fall.

Moreover, in example (27) the metaphor alluded to is preceded by another one: Kerber loses her wings. In this specific case, the metaphor does not refer just to the defeat of a team whose nickname is a bird-related name, but also to an athlete’s defeat, more particularly, to the best tennis woman player according to the Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) rankings. Thus, the concept of going down and falling is elaborated through the metaphor of losing one’s wings to express the idea of an important athlete’s defeat.

(25) Hockey: Black Sticks fall to Belgium [New Zealand Herald, 26/06/2017]
(26) Wallabies fall to defeat as spirited Scotland gain degree of revenge [The Guardian, 17/06/2017]
(27) Kerber loses her wings, falls in first round again [The Tribune, 28/05/2017]
(28) El Athletic cae ante el Valladolid [Marca, 22/07/2017]
(29) España cae ante Inglaterra y deja en el aire su clasificación para cuartos [Marca, 23/07/2017]

Regarding the verbs suffer/ sufrir, they both display a negative meaning, since suffering refers to feel pain or undergo a punishment. This negative meaning is reinforced by the noun phrase that follows the verbs. In both examples the noun phrase represents a metaphor to refer defeat: in (30) capital punishment and in (31) descalabro.

(30) Tottenham suffer capital punishment as West Ham dethrone ‘kings of London’ [The Guardian, 06/05/2017]
(31) Chile sufre descalabro ante Rumania previo a Confederaciones [Excélsior, 13/06/2017]

Furthermore, in both languages, in order to present defeat, headline authors use the past participles of the verbs that they employ to present victory. Indeed, we observed 5/68 (7.35%) past participles in our headlines in English, and 7/51 (13.73%) in Spanish. In examples (32-36) the past participles of the verbs sweep, sink, knock out, golear, humillar, aplastar and noquear are used to show a clear defeat. In English, the first two participles, swept and sunk, are preceded by the verb get and be respectively to emphasize the passive voice; whereas in Spanish the participles are preceded by noun phrases.

In example (36), the writer not only uses the past participle of the verb aplastar, but also that of the verb noquear which is a verb employed in the discipline of boxing to indicate that a boxer has knocked out his/ her adversary. Moreover, the writer adds a metaphor that belongs to the bullfighting discipline, una cornada de varias trayectorias, to emphasize the idea of the defeat suffered by Barcelona.

(32) Giants get swept, team bus breaks down, and Madison Bumgarner isn’t there to fix any of it [The Washington Post, 08/05/2017]
(33) West Ham are sunk by dramatic late penalty at Southampton [Newham Recorder, 19/08/2017]
(34) US Open live: Konta knocked out by Krunic on day one [The Guardian, 28/08/2017]
(35) Chivas, goleado y ‘humillado’ por Santos en amistoso [Medio tiempo, 02/07/2017]
(36) Un Barcelona aplastado, noqueado y con una cornada de varias trayectorias [El Confidencial, 17/08/2017]
4.2. Differences between English-language and Spanish-language corpora

4.2.1. Victory metaphors

Besides characteristics that coincide in both languages, there are a few features that are slightly different between the two corpora. The main difference we observe is that in Spanish, there is a more varied list of verbs that is used to express the victory of one team or one athlete over the adversary, such as *desarbolar* (37), *frenar* (38) and *asustar* (39). We did not find any verbs with similar meanings in the corpus in English.

(37) El City de Guardiola *desarbola* a un Madrid indolente en defensa [La República, 17/07/2017]

(38) El casi cuarentón Tommy Haas *frena* el retorno de Federer en Stuttgart [Marca, 14/06/2017]

(39) La nueva generación alemana ‘*asusta*’ a los ilustres campeones del mundo [Medio tiempo, 30/06/2017]

Moreover, in English, related to the semantic field of the jewelry, journalists use the verb *shine* to describe a solid performance of a team whose nickname is *Diamonds* (40). As Silaški (2009:62), explains, in this particular case, the properties of the diamond are mapped onto the team to convey its performance in metaphorical terms. Furthermore, once again from the semantic field of the war, the home run of a baseball player is described in terms of an explosion (41). Since the explosion of a missile, a rocket or a projectile is considered lethal for the adversary, the writer uses the adjective *dangerous* to describe how the explosion of the alluded player makes his team lethal for its adversaries.

(40) Geelong thump GWS, Pies give Dees finals scare, Diamonds *shine* and more: sportwatch [The Guardian, 26/08/2017]

(41) Gary Sanchez *explosion* makes Yankees all the more dangerous [New York Post, 02/06/2017]

In our corpus in English, there are 6/68 (8.82%) victory metaphors that do not coincide with those in Spanish. Moreover, in our materials in Spanish, we register 7/51 (13.73%) victory metaphors that do not have a similar meaning in our headlines in English.

4.2.2. Defeat metaphors

In Spanish, as a victory is often considered in terms of a *crowning* to express the attainment of a title or a championship, a defeat that means the fact of losing a title is also considered in terms related to royalty. In examples (42-43), the fact that tennis players Djokovic and Murray are overtaken by other players is expressed through the metaphor *perder su/ la corona*.

(42) Djokovic *pierde su corona* ante Thiem y cae al tercer puesto del ranking mundial [Marca, 07/06/2017]

(43) Murray *pierde la corona* de Queen’s ante el australiano Thompson [Marca, 20/06/2017]

Furthermore, in Spanish, verbs such as *hundir* are preceded by the personal pronoun *se* to illustrate the defeat of the subject presented in first position of the headline, as in examples (44-45). The alluded verb highlights the negative idea of defeat, since it refers to a downward movement which is negatively evaluated (Silaški. 2009:65; Alin & Tochon, 2004:43).

(44) Santos y Chivas *se hunden* en el fondo de la general [Esto, 23/08/2017]

(45) Uruguay *se hunde* ante Italia en Niza y sufre su quinta derrota seguida [Marca, 07/06/2017]

As it can be seen, in our corpus in Spanish, we only identify 4/51 (7.84%) defeat metaphors that do not coincide with our defeat metaphors registered in English.

Finally, we offer a synthesis of quantitative data. Certainly, Table 1 shows the frequency of all the metaphors related to victory or defeat that we registered in both corpora. As it can be seen, the metaphors related to war are the most frequent ones in both corpora. Moreover, in English the animal-related metaphor is the second most common one; whereas in Spanish the variety of metaphorical verbs constitute the second most frequent strategy.
Table 1. Frequency of metaphors in both corpora.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of metaphor</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>War</td>
<td>26/68</td>
<td>14/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws</td>
<td>2/68</td>
<td>1/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning</td>
<td>5/68</td>
<td>6/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalty</td>
<td>4/68</td>
<td>4/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>3/68</td>
<td>1/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal-related</td>
<td>9/68</td>
<td>3/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial verb</td>
<td>6/68</td>
<td>3/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative-meaning verb</td>
<td>2/68</td>
<td>1/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past participles</td>
<td>5/68</td>
<td>7/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>6/68</td>
<td>11/51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Discussion

In the corpora of our study, victory seems to be a protagonist of the sports news, and headline authors show their creativity when they write about the triumphs of the different teams and athletes in a numerous variety of metaphorical terms, especially through the lexical category of verbs, as has been described in the above paragraphs. However, even if defeat is not usually the central character of the sports news published in the different newspapers in English and Spanish, headline authors present it in a diversity of metaphorical terms, in particular through past participles and verb phrases, as has been argued.

Although some differences between the two corpora are illustrated in the above paragraphs, the differences are minimal, since sports journalists in English and Spanish operate under the same semantic principles to express metaphors in their headlines. Indeed, many terms that refer to war are commonly used in headlines from both languages to present victory and defeat (Alin & Tochon, 2004:43; Gómez Torrego, 2010:152). Other semantic fields that are exploited by sports journalists in their headlines are: laws, cleaning and maintenance, royalty, life and death. Based on our findings, we argue that there is a diversity of metaphors that take advantage of mutual semantic fields in the two languages.

Furthermore, orientational metaphors (Alin & Tochon, 2004:43; Silaški. 2009:65) play an important role when headlines refer to defeat, since the verbs that imply a downward movement are used. Additionally, sports reporters take advantage of the teams’ nicknames. When a team’s nickname is an animal or an object-related name, journalists map the properties of the animal or the object onto the team and the headline is presented alluding these characteristics (Silaški, 2009:62). Finally, there are also similar terms that are used in the two languages to describe equivalent sports realities such as victory and defeat.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this study was to identify how victory and defeat are expressed through metaphors in sports headlines in English and Spanish. After having studied the corpora, we have detected some relevant features that can be summarized in the following aspects. In both corpora, victory is presented in a variety of metaphorical terms and mostly through a verb such as crush / aplastar, punish / castigar, humble / humillar, sink / hundir, overwhelm / masacrar, etc. Most of the verbs belong to the semantic field of the war.

Moreover, victory metaphors expressed through verbs such as fly, volar, cantar and rugir are used when a sports club’s nickname is an animal-related name. The headline author maps the properties of the animal to express the team’s victory, as in Silaški’s (2009) study. Furthermore, when victory means to win a championship, metaphor based on royalty, i.e., crowning, is observed in both languages. Finally, in some sports, victory is considered in terms of giving life to a team or an athlete.

In the case of defeat, in both corpora, there are two frequent verbs that are used to express defeat: fall and suffer. On the one hand, the verbs fall/ caer are based on the spatial conception of down is bad; therefore, defeat is a fall. On the other hand, the verbs suffer/ sufrir denote a negative meaning which is emphasized by noun phrases that denote defeat. In both corpora, some defeats are expressed through the past participles of some of the verbs that are employed to present victory such as sunk, knocked out, noqueado, aplastado, humillado, etc.
Although there are previous studies that focus on metaphors of sports discourse, those studies concentrate more particularly on football discourse (cf. Segura Soto, 2009; Saiz Noeda, 2010a; Medina Montero, 2007, 2009; among others). Moreover, the few studies that analyze the use of metaphors in sports discourse from a contrastive perspective compare Spanish and Italian (cf. Gómez Torrego, 2010; Mapelli, 2010; Medina Montero, 2015) or French and Vietnamese (cf. Xuân Thu, 2011). Therefore, the originality of this study lies in the contrastive perspective of analyzing victory and defeat newspaper headlines in English and Spanish.

Finally, the findings of this research present a broad overview of the victory and defeat metaphors that sports headlines display on different newspapers published in English and Spanish languages. We are conscious that our results are not categorical nor conclusive. Therefore, further research should be carried out to examine other rhetorical figures of sports headlines in printed and online media in English, Spanish and other languages.
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